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Let’s face it. We are only at the beginning of a journey into a long, 
challenging period of time. Covid-19 has been the cause of a 
worldwide lock down, bringing travel to a full stop.  
 
It seems that this period of “no travel” will soon be over. Source 
markets and destinations are carefully finding one another again, 
but with rigid protocols. Slowly, very gradually, the world will be re-
opening. Europe seems to go first, and the world will be watching 
closely. Good behavior will be rewarded, good examples will be 
followed, successful approaches will be copied.  
 
The world will travel again. But, at first, under certain conditions. A 
careful summer 2020 will be followed by a careful winter 2020/21, 
and in summer 2021 things might be normal again. But it will be a 
“New Normal”, in a way that we cannot describe or predict today.  

But that is not everything. The pandemic will be followed by a 
recession – maybe even a depression. The economy will recover 
more slowly than the health. Think back 2008/2009 and the time it 
took us to get back to normal travel level. It might go faster, it 
might take longer. Again: we do not know today.  

And there is more. If we are not careful, and if we do not take the 
appropriate decisions and change our behavior, climate change 
will be the ultimate crisis.  
 
That’s where we come in. 



Travel360° is specialized in B2B communication. We are more than 
“just another trade magazine”: we provide the best communication 
tools and the most efficient communication platform in the 
Benelux. That is why we have combined insights, advice and 
attention points in this document. We want to help our partners 
communicating their way through these challenging times.  
 
Communication in times of crisis is different than communication in 
easy times. It’s like sailing through rough weather, compared to sun 
& blue water sailing: the boat and the sails are the same, but the 
techniques are different.  
 
We would like to share some insights with you about 
“communication in tough times”, that we have learnt through 
experience. Of course we also take the opportunity to (re)present 
some of our communication tools in this document.  

 
Feel free to contact us if you are looking for advice, more 
information or just a friendly face to talk to. We are just a phone call 
or a video chat away from you. And soon, we will meet. Again, or 
for the first time. That’s a promise.  

The Travel360° Team 

Message from 
Travel360° to all our 
partners worldwide 
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5 SUGGESTIONS 



Cutting advertising budgets during a crisis or a recession seems 
the right –and often the first! – thing to do. It provides short term 
relief, but the subsequent losses of market share will be difficult to 
regain in the recovery.  

It is important for any brand, to defend its share of voice – also in a 
crisis or a recession. Share of voice is the part of the marketing 
conversation that your brand owns in a market. If you want your 
brand to be dominant, you cannot go off screen in a period of 
crisis.  

Maintaining your share of voice during hard times is a challenge, 
because the budgets more often than not do not allow for big 
marketing spending. That’s where creativity and the choice of the 
right tools come in.  

If you maintain your share of voice, you can seize market 
opportunities when they present themselves. The brands, 
companies and destinations that have “gone dark” and wait for 
better times to start communicating again, will have lost a big part 
their share of voice.  

1. Defend your 
Share of Voice 



Share of Voice is one thing – the content of that “voice” is another 
thing. Destinations or companies that continue to advertise and 
communicate “as usual” during a crisis or a recession, might 
alienate their partners and the consumers.  
 
During the corona crisis, consumers have stopped consuming the 
travel products – not because they wanted to, but because they 
were forced to. Their access to travel was prohibited. People were 
not in a process of changing previous buying attitudes, they were 
simply prevented from exercising them.  
 
In difficult times – be it a pandemic or a recession- people’s deeper 
human values come to the fore. In B2B communication, it is 
therefore essential that you demonstrate humanity & warmth – 
both towards the traveller and the travel agent and/or tour 
operator. The corona crisis has generated a level of community 
spirit within the travel industry that exceeds previous recessions.  
 
The reason is that there is a common enemy: Covid-19.  
Communication campaigns that include rewards, incentives or 
simple tokens of appreciation for the intermediary persons will be 
more effective than others.  

2. Demonstrate 
Humanity & Warmth  



Resist the pressure to switch communication from brand, product 
or emotion to transaction. During a crisis, travel agents are not 
reluctant to sell, they are frustrated because they are unable to sell. 
 
As a brand and as a destination, you have to keep communicating 
on value, because otherwise all sales arguments that the travel 
agents have is price, price, and price.  
 
Price will be important, but it cannot be dominant. Remember, we 
have entered a long, hard period of crisis, recession and 
complexity. We have to pull the clients gently to our side, because 
we will need them to be convinced of our values.  

3. Don’t Push.  
Pull Gently  



This is a special, pivotal period. Travel industry professionals and 
consumers are very much aware of the context that has been 
created by Covid-19. They will be very much aware of the 
recession context. Do not hesitate to refer to that context, with facts 
and figures.  
 
Do not hesitate to mention facts and figures about Covid-19. Don’t 
paint a better picture than reality – people will never forgive you if 
you do. Mix the holiday dreams with reality facts. Talk about the 
beauty of the land, but mention the measurements that were taken. 
Every holiday will be in a corona context in the months to come – 
so we better acknowledge that situation, and adapt our 
communication.  

4. Acknowledge the 
Situation.  
Do not Hesitate to 
Contextualize the 
Message 
  



In crisis times, it is a good thing to share your fear, hope, 
vulnerability and strength with your business partners. The corona 
crisis has generated a common enemy: Covid-19. It has made 
citizens “rally around the flag”. There is an opportunity to create a 
similar “we are in this together and we will come out of this 
together” feeling.  
 
Open letters from ministers, CEO’s and local destination 
representatives with a strong message to the business partners are 
a strong communication tool. Do not hesitate to spread words of 
hope, vulnerability, warmth and kindness. These are difficult times, 
and companies and destinations that show their soul, will reach the 
hearts of the people.  
 
Do not hesitate to develop personal messages, but remember: a 
message that comes from the heart, must be well prepared and 
professionally crafted. Because it has to push the right buttons.  

5. In B2B 
Communication, talk 
to the People.  
Add to the 
Conversation.  
Don’t add to the Noise.  
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Focus on Corona- 
Recovery Communication 



There is a timing where we can start communicating with 
our customers about travel again, and a timing where we 
can start selling travel again. In both cases, communication 
begins when the end date is almost officially in sight, and 
the moment of restarting sales begins sometime after the 
situation has fully normalized. The first moment has arrived – 
the second moment will come soon.  
 
An important clue to start thinking about starting 
communication with customers, is when the media will start 
to pay less attention to the corona virus. The general media 
are reasonably predictable in this respect: when the peak is 
over and the situation slowly starts to normalize, these 
media will focus their attention on other news facts again. 
The corona news will disappear from the first page to 
somewhere inside the newspaper or the website, and from 
"prime time" news to one of the many topics. This will 
happen relatively soon. Travel “in corona times” will be front 
page news, for a short period – then the media will focus on 
other things. This will be happening in the next weeks.  

The team of Travel360° has put this data in the "peak 
graph", to have a rough idea of a possible "slowly back to 
normal" start up. For both the high and the flattened peak, 
we have indicated the moment of reduction of media 
interest, and the respective moment of possible re-start of 
communication about travel and re-start of broad sales of 
travel. We think the moment for a restart of communication 
in in the coming weeks.  

The travel industry is about rebound from a “closed” world 
to a “partly open” world.  Various scenarios are being 
decided as we speak.  Communication is crucial – the 
intensity of the communication and the budgets that will be 
invested, will depend on how the situation rolls out.  
 
Soon, travel restrictions will be released. Belgians, Dutch 
and Luxembourgians will be able to travel to a restricted 
number of countries. Soon, it will be time to intensify your 
communication as an important destination – with a new 
challenge: integrate the strong marketing and sales 
arguments that make your destination unique, with the 
various measures and restrictions that are taken to allow 
travel in a safe and healthy way.  



The team of Travel360° has put this data in the "peak 
graph", to have a rough idea of a possible "slowly back to 
normal" start up. For both the high and the flattened peak, 
we have indicated the moment of reduction of media 
interest, and the respective moment of possible re-start of 
communication about travel and re-start of broad sales of 
travel. We think the moment for a restart of communication 
in in the coming weeks.  

It is important that this communication is geared not only to 
the consumer directly but also to the travel professionals. A 
large % of the consumers have realized the added value of 
a travel agent/touroperator so it is important that we focus 
on them; inspiring them, informing them, keeping them up 
to date with the safety measures in the different regions/
cities.  

In this document, we have taken the liberty of advising you 
on the specifics of B2B communication in these special 
times, and we position the Travel360° Communication Tools 
against this background.  
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TRavel360° 
Communication Tools  



The profile page 
The Profile Page allows you to have a 
permanent communication with the 
B2B community, posting articles 
following a communication plan while 
allowing for quick changes and 
situation-driven messages. The articles 
can be posted throughout the year.   

https://travel360benelux.com/nl/malta-tourism-authority/
https://travel360benelux.com/nl/malta-tourism-authority/


ONLINE TRAINING 
The Travel360° Online Trainings allow 
you to position and showcase your 
destination or your product, using the 
existing arguments combined with the 
most important corona measures that 
are taken. It gives you the opportunity 
to pass a complete, up to date and 
firm message, allowing travel agents 
and travel advisors to take in the 
complete picture, including timeless 
and action-oriented messages.  

   

https://travel360benelux.com/nl/travel360/portugal-online-training/
https://travel360benelux.com/nl/travel360/portugal-online-training/


SALES MANUALS 
The Travel360° Online Sales Manuals are a perfect summary of the most important sales 
arguments. With a sales Manual you create a “quick glance” reference tool, allowing travel 
agents to check the main messages before or during the client contacts.   

   

https://travel360benelux.com/media/10463/sales-manual-catalonie-nl-web.pdf
https://travel360benelux.com/media/10463/sales-manual-catalonie-nl-web.pdf


DEDICATED MAILS 
The Travel360° Dedicated Mails are 
the perfect medium for strong, action 
oriented messages including 
information that increases travel 
agent’s awareness. 

.   

http://v.marketingautomation.services/view?k=3&c=308468152&j=84817648643&l=MzMyNzIwMLAwMzC0BAA&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sharpspring&sslid=MzMyNzIwMLAwMzC0BAA&sseid=M7QwMTSzNDe3NAUA&jobid=2cabb624-fbe9-402c-b120-3669ad1d7f16
http://v.marketingautomation.services/view?k=3&c=308468152&j=84817648643&l=MzMyNzIwMLAwMzC0BAA&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sharpspring&sslid=MzMyNzIwMLAwMzC0BAA&sseid=M7QwMTSzNDe3NAUA&jobid=2cabb624-fbe9-402c-b120-3669ad1d7f16


CAMPAIGNS 
A combination of all or a selection of the various Travel360° Communication Tools translates 
into a full, well balanced and well timed Campaign, allowing to give a rich and consistent 
message to the B2B community, well adapted to the needs in these very special times.  

   

https://celebritytrophy.be
https://celebritytrophy.be
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Example of Short Term 
Communication Plan  



Example of Short Term 
Communication Plan 
As an example we have selected 4 Travel360° 
communication tools to generate awareness, interest, desire 
and action within the Benelux travel industry this summer.  
 
This will increase your share of voice, allow you to showcase 
your USP’s , enable you to contextualize your messages, 
strengthen your relationship with the travel agents and give 
them arguments to recommend your destination or 
product.  
 
The profile page is definitely a perfect tool for a permanent 
communication with the B2B community, posting articles 
following a communication plan while allowing for quick 
changes and situation-driven messages. You can start 
communicating immediately. 

Once the authorities have decided to allow travel and there 

is a clear plan in place, we suggest we set up a dedicated 
mail to our database in order to inform the travel 

professional.  

We put together an Online Sales Manual , to be published 
on the Travel360° website – and downloadable by travel 
agents. With a sales Manual you create a “quick glance” 
reference tool, allowing travel agents to check the main 
messages before or during the Action Stage. 

On top of that we suggest to create a online training to 
showcase your destination or product, using the existing 
arguments combined with the most important corona 
measures that are taken. It gives you the opportunity to pass 
a complete, up to date and firm message, allowing travel 
agents and travel advisors to take in the complete picture, 
including timeless and corona-oriented messages. 

Timing: 

MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB

Dedicated mailing

sales manual

Online training

Profile Page
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CONCLUSION  



CONCLUSION  
These are special times. We hope that this document can be of some help to guide you through the 
communication challenges that come with these special times.  
 
Travel360° is much more than just a travel industry trade magazine. We are a B2B marketing machine, and 
we have developed highly performant communication tools and platforms that allow you to communicate 
and advertise with a maximum of impact, in a cost-friendly way.   
 
Travel360° covers the Benelux travel industry. Our team includes the finest lay out specialists, copy writers 
and travel industry opinion leaders. Do not hesitate to contact us to talk about your plans, ideas and goals. 
We are ready to help. Because travel and tourism will always be there. Hell, yes!  
 
 
Do not hesitate to contact us:  
 
Kate Vansteenkiste            kate@travel360benelux.com      +32 475 75 43 05 
Jan Peeters                    jan@travel360benelux.com        +32 476 22 05 06 
Kris Van den Broeck      kris@travel360benelux.com     +32 468 17 28 46 

mailto:kate@travel360benelux.com
mailto:jan@travel360benelux.com
mailto:kris@travel360benelux.com
mailto:kate@travel360benelux.com
mailto:jan@travel360benelux.com
mailto:kris@travel360benelux.com
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